
Hot Issues Blogger 

There is a myth that wolves howl at the moon. Images of wolves with their heads raised and howling at 
the moon abound. The myth is more popular than goldfish's 3 second memory or dog's color blindness. 

The real truth is that it is evil bloggers who are howling. Some bloggers are howling to pump up their 
sagging belly to attract a lost mate. Other bloggers howl in the morning because real words cannot come 
out of their mouths. Perhaps this bloggers is trying to confuse his imaginary enemies by hurling twisted 
words into the night sky hoping they will land on some unsuspecting Republican. 

This blogger is reminiscing about the past ten years of the Linn County Republican Central Committee. 

But where is his reality ... lost in the night sky? Buried under a rock? Fell into the toilet? 

He revels in the past performance of the LCRCC. Interesting because his memory is delusional, they 
didn't elect a single Republican. 

However they did drive a lot of good people away from the LCRCC over the years. Why would 
reasonable people hang around just nonsense? 

The blogger helped reign over the failure of his little band of sheep. These sheep who wish they were 
wolves but are small minded, mean spirited cretans. 

His claim to fame is that he is effective at clipping and pasting people's words and writings, as if that 
was a talent of few. Then he removes a few words and adds a few of his own to twist the meaning of 
what they said. Wow, that's impressive. 

He performs his twisted machinations because he can't put words together to make a real argument 
based on facts, reason and logic. 

This blogger fancy's himself as a Parliamentarian. Really? 



. ' 

Parliamentarians are objective not subjective. They are not mean spirited or offensive. They look out for 
the rights of every member not for one faction. They are real people. 

Parliamentarians understand and respect that the purpose of Robert's Rules of Order is to respect 
everyone. Twisting the meaning of people's words and personally attacking them disqualifies this 
blogger as a parliamentarian while qualifying him as a bloated sheep whaling at the moon wishing he 
were a wolf. 

The local Toastmasters and true parliamentarians reject this blogger as damaged goods seeking only to 
spread the venom of his leader whose name is Narcissist. 

The Narcissist is a coward and a bully. His modus operandi is choosing to hide in the background 
leaving his sheep to carry out his mean spirited and evil bidding. 

People around the State know and dislike the Narcissist. They cringe when he calls knowing they are in 
for a blast of vicious accusations against somebody. They hold the phone away from their ear waiting for 
that click that signals the end of the diatribe . 

It is sad because the Narcissist's sheep are just little minions of low esteem personalities. The Narcissist 
easily manipulates them to do his evil mission letting them bear the mantle of fool. 

The minions come across as angry automatons parroting hate and discontent with no reasoning power of 
their own. They speak as a corrupted web application that has been consumed by a virus or a worm. 

If you come across this blogger you should give him a wide birth unless you become corrupted by him 
or the Narcissist. 

Do not respond to the bloggers comments for like a black widow spider he will pull you into his web 
and infect you with venom manufactured by the Narcissist. 

Ignore the whaling. Ignore the howling. 

Move on and do good works that benefit Republicans. Don't let the blogger sap your time or energy. 

In the end the only thing that matters is for good people to do good things to elect Republicans. 

What's that I hear .... OH, the blogger just slunk back into his lair. 

Sleep tight. 
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